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Abstract: Data Lake is project in which aim to store the big data in system. Big Data, it needs the perfect technology
in place to acquire the data, store it, combine it and enrich huge volumes of unstructured data in raw format. Big data
analysis can said to be as the analysis of a special sort of data which comprise of structured, semi structured and
unstructured data. Data Lake is one of the empowering data capture and processing capability for Big Data analysis.
Data Lake is an easily accessible, flexible enough and scalable large data repository.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Big Data is the data that exceeds the processing capability of the conventional database systems. The burgeoning field
of data science is fusing with the new business requirement to store and analyse big data. Big data is most often
produced due to the sensors, log files, audio messages, video messages, social media websites, network packets and
web. Big data is analysis of a special sort of data which comprise of structured, semi structured and unstructured data.
Big data analysis is a continuous, and not an isolated set of activities. Thus you need a perfect set of solutions for big
data analysis, from acquiring the data from the source and finally discovering new insights to make decisions and for
ongoing analysis. Data Lake is a place to store unlimited amounts of data of any type, schema and format that is
relatively inexpensive and massively scalable. For Data Lake we can use Hadoop technology. Hadoop implements a
scalable and parallel processing framework that will process exceedingly large amounts of data in a smooth way, and
makes it almost impossible to lose any kind of data, as it is replicated across the cluster. Data is coming in at such an
overwhelming rate that organizations with traditional approaches cannot hope to capture the data and process the data
efficiently.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY

Predicting Students Performance Using Data Mining Technique with Rough Set Theory Concepts Data being
generated in the academic domain and educational perspective are increasing in an exponential rate. There exists many
data some are relevant and some are irrelevant. The knowledge extraction from these data will yield wanted and
unwanted information. The challenging task is to extract wanted and relevant information and knowledge from these
huge set of data. Over the time of research in the field of data mining, rapid growth is seen in Rough set theory and its
applications. This paper discusses the basic approach and concepts of the rough set theory in the field of academic
domain for the performance prediction of students in course works

The Anatomy of a Small-Scale Document Search Engine Tool: Incorporating a new Ranking Algorithm
A search engine is an information retrieval system to help find out the information contained in documents
stored on a computer system. The results provided by this kind of a system are usually in form of a list. Search engines
basically work on the concept called „Text-Mining‟. Text mining is a variation on a field called data mining and
refers to the process of deriving high-quality information from unstructured text. In this paper we are going
to depict an intelligent agent based search engine tool which takes the input from user in form of keyword
and based on the keyword, find out the matching documents and show it to user (in the form of links). This tool uses a
new „Ranking Algorithm‟ to rank the documents.

Performance Impact Analysis of Application Implemented on Active Storage Framework
There is a tremendous increase in usage of digital devices and services provided. As the number of users increased so as
the proliferation of data and need of information and knowledge. There has been increasing trend in need for storing
and processing these growing data. With the development trend in technology, the storage capacity and processing
power has kept well improving. But since the computing power is faster than the spinning device, there is a delay of
providing data to processing component from the traditional spinning disks. This delay evolves with a Processing – I/O
performance gap. This CPU-I/O gap worsens for application which are data intensive. Active storage framework are
proposed to minimize this Processing – I/O performance gap. This research paper provides a test bed which analyses
the performance impact on the application
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III.
EXISTING SYSTEM
Data storage is a large storage for data collected from a wide range of data sources. They store currently and past data
and are used for creating analytical reports throughout the enterprise or organizations as per requirement.
There are some drawback in existing System:
The conventional Data storage systems are not designed to integrate measure and handle this exponential
growth of multi-structured data. But with the emergence of Big Data, there is a need to combine together data from
various sources and to generate a powerful meaning of it.

With traditional approaches, optimization for analytics is too much time consuming and incurs huge cost.
These methods fails when there are new requirements.

It is difficult to identify what type data is available and to integrate the data to answer any questions. Manual
recreation of data is error-prone and consumes lot of time which is a big problem.
IV.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The Data Lake systems are designed to integrate measure and handle this exponential growth of multi-structured data.
This method Captures and stores raw data from various source at low cost. It can store various types of data in the same
directory. It performs various modifications, and on the data.
Architecture diagram of Data Lake

V.
ADVANTAGE

Scale as much as you can: HDFS based storage in Hadoop gives the flexibility to support large clusters while
maintain efficient performance. The Hadoop for underlying storage makes the Data Lake more scalable than Data
warehouse by any order of magnitude.

Plug in disparate data sources: unlike Data Warehouse that can ingest only structured data, Hadoop supported
Data Lake has an ability to ingest multi-structured and massive data sets from variant sources. This is one huge benefit
and enables quick integration of data sets.

Store in native format: In Data warehouse the data is pre prepared into some format during ingestion phase.
But Data Lake skips this phase, and provides iterative and immediate access to raw data. This provides the analytical
insights.

Do not worry about schema: Traditional Data warehouses support schema for storing the data. But the Data
Lake uses Hadoop‟s simplicity in storing data based on schema less write and schema based read modes.

Administrative resources: The Data Lake works better than Data warehouse in reducing the resources
necessary for pulling, transforming, aggregating and analyzing the data in an efficient way.
VI.
CONCLUSION
Big Data is the data that exceeds the processing capability of the conventional database systems. It can be said that the
data is too big, and moves too furious that it do not fit the structure of the relational database architecture. Data Lake is
a huge repository which is not just limited to one type or source of data but all the data belonging to an organization in
variant schemas and formats. Storing all this data at one place will increase availability and reusability of data among
different departments and business units. Large and growing volume of data is stored in the Data Lake. It is used as a
multi-tenant service and stores sensitive data and it mainly works on schema on read.
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